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Abstract  

This research work is a descriptive study of Gojri compound 

words from the syntactic point of view. Gojri compounds comprised of 

two stems where the components of a compound either belong to the 

same syntactic category or different one. Noun-noun, adjective-

adjective, verb-verb, pronoun-pronoun and adverb-adverb compounds 

fall in the same category compounds. Adjective-noun, noun-adjective, 

noun-adverb, adjective-verb, verb-participle and adverb-verb 

combinations belong to different category compounds. Semantically 

empty words also get into compounding with the verbs and the 

construction is termed as the  verb-dummy compound. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Zaman (2018) states that Compounding is a morphological process to 

form a new word. Rangan (2002) opines that compound is a 

combination comprised of two or more lexical items that do not 

undergo any interruption. Saha (1996) claims that a compound is a 

paired combination of two meaningful lexical items that indicate new 

references. Hladky (1998) avers that a compound is a lexical item that 

functions as a single word grammatically and semantically. Bauer 

(1983) describes that a compound is a lexeme that comprises at least 

two potential stems. Huddleston (2002) is of the view that a compound 
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is a base consisted of two smaller bases. Adams (1973) sees a 

compound as a fixed combination. Bauer (2001) asserts that a 

compound is a lexical unit consisting of two or more constituents that 

can occur as an independent linguistic unit. Katamba (1993) declares 

that the compounds are the words made up of two units , neither of 

which can act as  an affix and which may or may not exist on its own. 

Gojri compounds consist of two stems. There are two categories of 

Gojri compounds, compounds formed with the combination of words 

belonging to the same grammatical categories, and compounds formed 

with the combination of two different grammatical categories. Noun-

noun, adjective-adjective, verb-verb, pronoun-pronoun and adverb-

adverb compounds fall in the same category compounds. Adjective-

noun, noun-adjective, noun-adverb, adjective-verb, verb-participle and 

adverb-verb combinations belong to different category compounds. 

The compounds which are formed by the combination of verbs and 

semantically empty words do not fall under any structural category. 

Nominal, adjectival, verbal, pronominal and adverbial compounds are 

there in Gojri. Pronoun joins only pronoun to make the compound. 

Following is the detailed discussion on the syntactic categories of 

Gojri compounds: 

 

Noun-Noun Compounds 

 

The prolific way of compounding in Gojri is where two nouns get into 

compounding.The noun-noun components join together to make a 

compound that is also a noun. Consider the following examples : 

 

kʊɽiː ‘Woman’ + dʒəɳɔ  ‘Man’     [kʊɽiː-dʒəɳɔ ] ‘Spouse’ 

beheɳ ‘Sister’+ pɑːhɑːhiː ‘Brother’          [beheɳ- pɑːhɑːhiː] ‘Siblings’ 

 d  ʊd   ‘Milk’+ kɪhiː  ‘Butter’                      [d ʊd  - kɪhiː] ‘Dairy products’ 

kʊkəɽ  ‘Cock’+ puːt ɔ ‘Chicken’                [kʊkəɽ - puːt ɔ] ‘Poultry’ 

 peheɪd ‘Sheep’+ bəkriː  ‘Goat’                [peheɪd- bəkriː] ‘Cattle’ 

t ɪhiː ‘Daughter’+ puːt  ‘Son’                     [t ɪhiː- puːt ] ‘Children’ 

ɡɑ ː ‘Cow’+ bətʃʰɔ ‘Calf’                             [ɡɑ ː - bətʃʰɔ] ‘Cattle’ 

ləsiː ‘Whey’+ d ʊd    ‘Milk’                          [ləsiː-d ʊd  ] ‘Dairy product’ 

həɭ ‘Plough’+ dɑ ːnd   ‘Oxen’                     [həɭ-dɑ ːnd ] ‘Plough and oxen’ 

dʒənd rɔ  ‘Lock’+ kʊndʒiː ‘Key’              [dʒənd rɔ -kʊndʒiː] ‘Lock and Key’ 

liːr ‘Cloth’ +pəlɔ ‘Cloth’                           [liːr -pəlɔ]  ‘Clothes’ 

mɑːɭ  ‘Cattle’+ tʃɔkʰər ‘Cattle’                 [mɑːɭ -tʃɔkʰər] ‘Livestock’ 
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 tuːɽɔ ‘meal’+ pɔhɔrɔ ‘morsel’                  [tuːɽɔ - pɔhɔrɔ] ‘Food’ 

The above compounds are noun compounds which are formed by the 

combination of two nouns. Gojri  noun-noun compounds have two 

stems, either of which is an independent lexeme and the resultant 

compound is also a noun. 

 

Adjective - Adjective Compounds 

In Gojri, the second most productive way of making compound word is 

by combining two adjectives together, as: 

 

lɪkʰjɔ ‘Educated’ +  pəɽjɔ ‘Educated’        [lɪkʰjɔ - pəɽjɔ] ‘Learned’ 

mɔtɔ ‘Fat’ + t  ɑːzɔ ‘Fresh’                [mɔtɔ - t  ɑːzɔ] ‘Healthy’ 

sɪd  ɔ  ‘Straight forward’ + sɑːd ɔ ‘Simple’  [sɪd ɔ - sɑːd  ɔ] ‘ Very simple’ 

lɪsɔ  ‘weak ‘+ mɑːɽɔ ‘weak’                  [lɪsɔ - mɑːɽɔ] ‘Very weak’ 

 rʊkʰɔ ‘Dry’+ sʊkʰɔ ‘Dry’                [rʊkʰ - sʊkʰɔ] ‘unappetising’ 

sɑːf ‘Clean’+sʊt  ʰrɔ ‘Clean’                 [sɑːf -sʊt ʰrɔ ]  ‘Very clean’ 

sʊkiː ‘Dry’+ sɪniː ‘Wet’                 [sʊkiː- sɪniː]  ‘ Dry and wet’ 

vəliː ‘Difficult’  + səvəliː ‘Easy’                 [vəliː -səvəliː] ‘ Severe’ 

tʃəŋɡɔ ‘Good’ + mənd  ɔ ‘Bad’          [tʃəŋɡɔ - mənd  ɔ] ‘Good and bad’ 

niːlɔ  ‘Blue ‘+ piːɭɔ ‘Yellow’                [niːlɔ - piːɭɔ] ‘Colourful’ 

dəhdɔ ‘Strong’+ lɪsɔ ‘Weak’             [dəhdɔ - lɪsɔ]  ‘Strong and 

weak’ 

 

The above adjective-adjective compounds indicate that there are two 

possible ways of combining two adjectives. Adjectives with the same 

meanings and with opposite meanings can be combined together to 

make a compound. When two adjectives, either with the same 

meaning or having opposite meanings get into compounding, the 

resultant compound is also an adjective. 

 

Verb-Verb Compounds 

Like NN and AA compounds,VV compounds are also formed in Gojri 

where two different verbs are combined to make a compound that 

functions as a noun.Consider the following illustrations: 

 

ɑːɳɔ ː ‘To come’ + dʒɑ ːɳɔ ː ‘To go’       [ɑːɳɔ ː - dʒɑ ːɳɔ ː] ‘Meeting’ 

 ʊtʰɳɔ ː ‘To stand’ + beɪsɳɔ ː ‘To sit’    [ʊtʰɳɔ ː - beɪsɳɔ ː ] ‘Company’ 

 həsɳɔ ː ‘To laugh’ +kʰedɳɔ ː ‘To play’       [həsɳɔ ː -kʰedɳɔ ː] ‘ Happiness’ 

 lɪkʰɳɔ ː ‘To write’ + pəɽɳɔ ː ‘To read’          [lɪkʰɳɔ ː - pəɽɳɔ ː]  ‘ Reading’ 
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 leɳɔ ː ‘ To take’ + d  eɳɔ ː ‘To give’             [ leɳɔ ː - d eɳɔ ː]  ‘Dealing’  

rehɳɔ ː ‘To live’ + sehɳɔ ː ‘To live’            [ rehɳɔ ː - sehɳɔ ː] ‘ Life style’ 

lɑːɳɔ ː ‘To wear’+ kʰɑːɳɔ ː ‘To eat’            [lɑːɳɔ ː- kʰɑːɳɔ ː] ‘Life style’ 

The above verbs are in their infinitive forms and compounds formed 

as a result function as nouns. 

 

Pronoun- Pronoun Compounds  

Pronoun-pronoun compounds are not a productive category of 

compounds. Following are examples of pronoun-pronoun compounds: 

 

t u  ː ‘You’ + t ũː ‘You’                     [t u ː - t ũː] ‘Insulting behaviour’ 

me ː ‘I’ + t  ũː ‘You’                  me  ː - t ũː] ‘ Rude behaviour’ 

 t ũː ‘You’ + mẽː ‘I’               [ t ũː - mẽː] ‘Quarrel’ 

 hũː ‘I’+ hũː ‘I’                 [hũː + hũː]  ‘Murmuring’ 

 

The above examples indicate that second person pronoun t  u  ːand first 

person pronouns me ː and hũː get into compounding to make a new 

word that functions as a noun. 

 

In Gojri, relative pronouns are also reduplicated to form a new word 

that functions as a pronoun, as: 

 

hər ‘Every’+ kɔje ‘Every one’         [ hər - kɔje ] ‘Every body’  

hɔr ‘Else’+ kɔje ‘Every one’            [ hɔr - kɔje] ‘ Any one else’ 

 kɔje ‘Every one’+  hɔr ‘Else’          [ kɔje - hɔr ]  ‘Someone else’ 

 

The reduplication of interrogative pronouns is also possible in Gojri. 

The combination of two interrogative pronouns gives an interrogative 

pronoun. 

 

kɔɳ ‘Who’+ kɔɳ ‘Who’                      [kɔɳ - kɔɳ]  ‘Who’ 

kɪt   ‘Where’+  kɪt  ‘Where’               [kɪt  -  kɪt  ]  ‘Where’ 

kɪɽɔ ‘Who’+ kɪɽɔ ‘Who’                 [kɪɽɔ-kɪɽɔ] ‘Who’ 

 ke ‘What’ +ke ‘What’                     [ke -ke] ‘What’ 

 

Adverb-Adverb Compounds 

Adverb-adverb compounds fall under the category of compounds 

which are formed by the combination of the same word class. The 

adverbs of place are combined together to make a compound, as : 
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i  ːjɑ ː ‘Here’ +u ːvɑ ː  ‘There’           i ːjɑ ː -u  ːvɑ ː] ‘Around’ 

 əɡæ ‘Front’+ pɪtʃʰæ ‘Back’        [ əɡæ -pɪtʃʰæ] ‘ Around’ 

 ʊpər ‘Up’ + bʊn ‘Down’             [ʊpər - bʊn] ‘Up and down’ 

səjæ ‘Right’ +kʰəbæ ‘Left’            səjæ -kʰəbæ] ‘ Around’ 

 ɪt  ‘Here’+ ʊt   ‘There’                  [ ɪt  - ʊt  ] ‘Here and There’ 

hɪt ʰ ‘Beneath’+ʊpər  ‘Up’              [hɪt ʰ-ʊpər] ‘Misplaced’ 

 

Adjective-Noun Compounds 

Adjective-noun compounds are a productive way of forming 

compounds which fall under the category of the compounds formed 

with the involvement of the words having the two different 

grammatical classes. 

 

ɡɑːvɔ ‘Of cow’+d  ʊd    ‘Milk’                     [ɡɑːvɔ -d ʊd   ] ‘Milk of cow’ 

məhndʒɔ ‘Of buffalo’ +mɑːs ‘Meant’     [məhndʒɔ -mɑːs ] ‘Beef’  

bɑːkrɔ ‘ Of goat’+mɑːs ‘Meat’                [bɑːkrɔ -mɑːs] ‘Mutton’  

dʒənɡɭiː ‘Wild’ + kʊkəɽ ‘Cock’                [dʒənɡɭiː - kʊkəɽ] ‘Wild bird’ 

d  ehɑːt iː ‘Of village’ +lɔk ‘People’           [ d  ehɑːt iː -lɔk] ‘Villagers’ 

D  esiː ‘Local’ + kɪhiː ‘Butter’             [d esiː - kɪhiː ] ‘Local butter’  

əŋɡrezɪ ‘English’+ d  əvɑːiː ‘Medicine’ [əŋɡrezɪ - d  əvɑːiː ] ‘English 

medicine’    

 dəhdɑː ‘Powerful’+ lɔk ‘People’               [dəhdɑː - lɔk]   ‘Power people’ 

məɽd   ‘Man’ +kʊɽɪ ‘Woman’                [məɽd   -kʊɽɪ] ‘Courageous 

woman’ 

pəkɪ ‘Firm’ + ɡəl  ‘Talk’                 [ pəkɪ - ɡəl]  ‘Commitment’ 

kətʃɪ ‘Unripe’ +ʊmər ‘Age’                [kətʃɪ -ʊmər]  ‘ Immaturity’ 

pəkɔ ‘Firm’ + vəhd  ɔ ‘Promise’                [pəkɔ- vəhd ɔ ]   ‘Commitment’  

sətʃɔ ‘True’+ pɪjɑːr ‘Love’              [ sətʃɔ - pɪjɑːr ] ‘True love’ 

 zenɪ ‘Mental’+ biːmɑːriː ‘Disease’        [zenɪ - biːmɑːriː] ‘Mental 

sickness’ 

 

The above compounds have two stems consisting of adjectives and 

nouns. An adjective also qualifies a noun and this combination is not 

considered as compounding. The difference between an adjective 

qualifying a noun and adjective-noun compound is divisibility and 

indivisibility. It means that compounds are indivisible where nothing 

can be inserted between the two components of a compound and any 

insertion can alter the meanings of the compound. The composition of 

meanings is another criterion to check the compound word. The 

overall meanings of the compounds are different from those of the  
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individual meanings of the constituents. Warren (1978) declares that 

the components of a compound are connected in such a way that they 

act as one unit and any insertion between its components breaks the 

compound and alters the meanings. 

 

Noun -Adjective Compounds 

Like other Indo- Aryan languages, the NA combination is not 

productive in Gojri. The following NA compounds are found in Gojri: 

 

həd ‘Bone’ +hərɑm ‘illegitimate’     [həd -hərɑm] ‘Lazy’ 

nɪmək ‘Salt’+ hərɑːm ‘Illegitimate    [nɪmək - hərɑːm]  ‘Disobedient’ 

nɪmək ‘Salt’ +həlɑːl ‘Legitimate’        [nɪmək - həlɑːl]    ‘Obedient’ 

 

Noun-Adverb Compounds 

This also the less productive category of compounding in Gojri. Noun 

gets into compounding with and adverb, as : 

 

mu  ː ‘Face’+əɡæ ‘ n front of’             mu  ː -əɡæ  ] ‘In front of’  

kənd ‘Back’ + pɪtʃʰæ ‘Behind’        [kənd - pɪtʃʰæ] ‘ n the absence’  

 əkʰɑ ː ‘Eyes’+ əɡæ ‘In front of’       [əkʰɑ ː- əɡæ] ‘ very obvious’ 

 sɪr ‘Head’ +ʊpər ‘above’                 [sɪr -ʊpər] ‘Around the corner’ 

 

The combination of noun and adverbs give idiosyncratic meanings    

mu  ː -əɡæ  ] refers towards the direction and [kənd - pɪtʃʰæ] conveys the 

meanings of ‘in the absence of someone or something’   əkʰɑ ː- əɡæ] 

does not mean that something is in front of eyes, but it means that 

something is clear and obvious . [sɪr -ʊpər] means that something is 

approaching or around the corner. In Gojri, Nouns- adverbs 

combinations are to convey the  idiosyncratic meanings. 

 

Adjective-Verb Compounds 

Adjective-verb combination is not a productive category in Gojri. The 

following combinations are found in Gojri: 

 

ʊtʃɪ ‘High’+ tʃʰɪkɳɔ  ‘To pull’       [ʊtʃɪ - tʃʰɪkɳɔ  ] ‘ To be proud’   

ləmiː ‘Long’+ lɑːɳɔ  ‘To have’         [ləmiː - lɑːɳɔ ] ‘To prolong’ 

 ləmiː ‘Long’+ tʃʰɔɽɳɔ  ‘To release’  [ləmiː - tʃʰɔɽɳɔ ] ‘To boast’ 
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The given adjective-verb combinations, ʊtʃɪ and ləmiː  are adjectives 

and tʃʰɪkɳɔ  , lɑːɳɔ  and tʃʰɔɽɳɔ  are verbs in their infinitive forms and 

when are joined together ,they function as verbs. 

 

Verb -Participle Compounds 

This is the less productive class of compounding in Gojri. Verb-

participle  compounds are formed by combining the verbs with 

participle ɡæ , as : 

 

d  eɪkʰ ‘To see’+ ɡæ              [ d eɪkʰ - ɡæ] ‘After waiting’ 

 mər ‘To die’ + ɡæ              [ mər  - ɡæ ]  ‘ Hardly’  

 

The derivation of adverbs by the addition of ɡæ with the verbs is a 

common phenomenon in Gojri. The above compounds are idiosyncratic 

in meanings. d eɪkʰ and mər are the verbs in their infinitive forms 

whereas ɡæ is a participle. d eɪkʰ d eɪkʰ ɡæ  means after a long wait and 

when mər mər ɡæ is used that means hardly. These compounds are 

used for augmentation. 

 

Verb + Dummy Compounds 

This is the productive category of compound words in Gojri. The first 

stem in these compounds is meaningful whereas the second stem is 

meaningless and does not exist on its own unless it is compounded 

with the first stem. Consider these examples: 

 

kuːtʃ ‘To clean’+ kɑːtʃ   [kuːtʃ - kɑːtʃ ] ‘ To clean thoroughly’  

mʊn ‘To trim’+ mən   [mʊn - mən ] ‘ To trim thoroughly’  

lɔɽ ‘To search’+ lɑːɽ   [lɔɽ - lɑːɽ ] ‘ To search thoroughly’  

kəp ‘To cut’+ kʊp    [ kəp - kʊp ] ‘ To cut thoroughly’ 

t  ɔhɔ ‘To wash’+ t   əhɑː   [ t  ɔhɔ - t  əhɑː ] ‘ To wash thoroughly’  

 

In the above compounds, the consonants are reduplicated whereas the 

vowels are changed in the second stems. The initial and final 

consonant sounds of the first stems are same in the second stems. 

kuːtʃ , mʊn, lɔɽ , kəp and t ɔhɔ are meaningful words, whereas 

kɑːtʃ,mən, lɑːɽ, kʊp and t əhɑː are semantically empty words. 

Zaman(2018) declares that the purpose of reduplicated constructions 

is to imply an augmentative effect where the second stem does not 

exist independently and convey meanings unless it gets into 
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compounding with the first stem. Koul (2008) claims that in Indo-

Aryan languages, one meaningful lexeme gets into compounding with 

an absurd word which does not convey meaning on its own but it gives 

meaning when is compounded with the meaningful linguistic unit. 

 

Adverb-Verb Compounds 

Only one compound in the adverb-verb combination is found in Gojri. 

 

ʊpru  ː From above’+ ɑːiː ‘Came’         [ ʊpru ː - ɑːiː] ‘Something divine’ 

 

Here, ʊpru  ː ‘from above’ is an adverb of place and ɑːiː ‘came’ is a verb. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The syntactic classification of Gojri compounds indicates that the 

structure of Gojri compounds is simple where only two components 

involve in the combination. Noun-noun, adjective-adjective, verb-verb, 

pronoun-pronoun, adverb-adverb ,adjective-noun, noun-adjective, 

noun-adverb, adjective-verb, verb-participle and adverb-verb 

combinations exist in Gojri. Gojri  noun-noun compounds have two 

stems, either of which is an independent lexeme and the resultant 

compound is also a noun. When two adjectives, either with the same 

meaning or having opposite meanings get into compounding, the 

resultant compound is also an adjective. The verbs in their infinitive 

forms when get into compounding, the compounds formed as a result 

function as nouns. In Gojri, pronouns only get into compounding with 

pronouns. The second person pronoun t u  ːand first person pronouns 

me ː and hũː get into compounding to make a new word that functions 

as a noun. Relative pronouns are also reduplicated to form a new word 

that functions as a pronoun. The reduplication of interrogative 

pronouns is also possible in Gojri. The combination of two 

interrogative pronouns gives an interrogative pronoun. The 

distinction between an adjective qualifying a noun and adjective-noun 

compound is somewhat difficult and the difference is divisibility and 

indivisibility. It means that a compound is  indivisible where nothing 

can be inserted between the two components of a compound and any 

insertion can alter the meanings of the compound. The composition of 

meanings is another criterion to check the compound word. The 

overall meanings of the compounds are different from those of the  

individual meanings of the constituents. The derivation of adverbs by 
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the addition of ɡæ with the verbs is a common phenomenon in Gojri 

that conveys idiosyncratic meanings. In verb-dummy compound 

construction, the first stem is meaningful whereas the second stem is 

meaningless and does not exist on its own unless it is compounded 

with the first stem. 
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